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The Cull by Liz Parkes 

ALTHOUGH Lisa and Tom had met in the Zen room of the local community centre, they felt 
anything but Karma towards each other now. The winter had been colder than any in living 
memory and getting out had been more than usually difficult. Long days morphed into long 
weeks, into long months. The cold winter light was short lived on the good days and dismal 
when the sky darkened to ominous black before the snow. 

At first it had seemed fitting; Christmas cards, fairy lights and snow were a homely 
distraction. Tom had packed the decorations back into their boxes, neatly labelled them, 
altered the list of contents for those that had outlived their usefulness and returned them to 
the cellar. How neat and methodical he was, Lisa thought, as she pushed the ironed sheets 
back into the airing cupboard. 

Her mother had not had the time to iron sheets, Lisa even ironed the towels. She took a 
pride in her house. Each day Tom ticked off the lists pinned to the kitchen fridge: vacuum, 
clean the shower, check plug hole and nozzle, dust, polish, clean the windows, sterilise the 
fridge etc. It was an extensive list, however, not everything had to be done every day, some 
things could be left a day or so. 

It was when Lisa found the window to the bathroom open to the elements for the third time 
that she cracked. Tom was anal about smells. The cold air swept in, an icy blast of 
cleanliness. He always gets to shower in a warm room, she thought bitterly as she slammed 
the window closed. 

Tom was making notes on the recipe he had printed out. His computer stood on the kitchen 
table by the alphabetical file of other recipes he had collected. He spent long hours studying 
different cooking methods, comparing soufflés to omelettes, possets to custards, sometimes 
he even tried one out. He was startled when Lisa sent the file whizzing off the table. 

“What the……” 

Maisie whirred across the floor towards the pile of papers but Lisa got there first. For a 
moment woman and robot pushed and shoved until Lisa sat back defeated. Maisie 
straightened the pile of papers and returned them to the table where Tom began to sort them 
into order again. 

“There, there, Lisa.” So human he had called it, when Tom had chosen the voice for their 
robot. Lisa hated the mock Irish lilt. 

“I’m going out.” 

Lisa felt the cold air rush into her lungs. The weak mid day sun did little to take the edge off 
the aching air. Her snow boots slithered on the icy patch around the house and she was glad 
of the purchase offered by the snowy pavements. Such an old fashioned word pavement, 
what was it the Americans used to call them? Sidewalks even better, who walked anywhere 
now? There were community gyms and most houses had gyms in the cellars. The 
government issued guidelines on exercise had to be observed in every detail. The Devil 
finds work for the idle they said, yet work was an outdated concept. Lisa had had a pet 
hamster as a child, it had been happy to run around its wheel all day long. 
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Each step produced a creaking of compacting snow, the only other sound, her breathing, 
was reassuring to her. Everywhere indoors the official musak followed you, this regular 
hushing of her breath was calming. Here, in a white and silent world, there was emptiness, 
not another print could be seen although there were houses all around. Lisa smiled at a 
distant memory of a childhood school holiday, when her mother had taken the day off work 
and they rolled snow into a large body for an impossibly fat snowman. She was living more 
and more in the past. She stooped and scooped up a handful, rolled it along the ground. The 
pressure of the growing sphere left a wobbly trail behind. The weight of the growing body of 
snow required more effort and she had to put all her strength to the push. 

Once the head had been put into place, she stood back. The small, black eyes, the scooped 
out prim mouth, bore a resemblance to Tom and she laughed as she charged into it pushing 
it over; laughed as she had not done for so long. 

The voice cut across her laughter. “Lisa Jackman, you are required to return.” Each empty 
street had a speaker attached to the cameras at the intersections. Tom would have reported 
her missing. There was nowhere else to go. 

The door opened to her command and slid quietly shut behind her. Maisie was waiting with a 
cloth to wipe up any wet patches she might leave. It seemed petty to resent her these little 
tasks, Lisa’s mother would have laughed out loud to see her daughter fighting to clean her 
own house. Every house had a robot maid. Some women had even adopted one as a child 
substitute if they were not allotted a Femlot ticket. Robots were no trouble at night, there 
were no teenage problems and they empathised with their owners right through to old age 
no matter how bad tempered they became. There had been some dark stories of confusion 
caused by erratic behaviour defeating the machine’s logic setting but these were generally 
dismissed as malfunctions. 

Once, Lisa had been desperate to win the Femlot. The odds were nowhere near as bad as 
the old National Lottery, which she dimly remembered had been well nigh impossible to win. 
One of her sisters had won a Femlot draw. The excitement had been huge. The baby girl 
had been the centre of the whole family’s existence; she was spoilt of course but it had all 
seemed so natural. They were even allowed to keep her until she menstruated, unlike some 
families who lost them earlier than that, if the adults were not deemed compliant. 

As none of the Femlot children were boys, there were many mothers in the same situation; 
the government support group was a major cause of unrest at the spiralling costs of funding. 
Tom was always saying that the poor state of the golf course could be greatly improved if 
less money went to the ‘womb botherers’. 

After the child had gone, her sister was not the same person. Lisa could not take the risk and 
resigned herself to being childless; no robot could fill that gaping chasm surging with the 
rush of wave after wave of longing. Tom encouraged her to take up classes in Russian to 
take her mind off motherhood. A second language could contribute another two years to life 
expectancy, he said; of course, he was studying Mandarin and Russian. Maybe Tom could 
use another four years; to Lisa, it sounded like Hell. 

All the family had received a Maisie after the child went. They were state of the art, the latest 
Chinese design as ninety percent of the robots were built in China. The one child policy had 
produced a huge imbalance of the number of mature males in their country and restless 
males were marauding the streets. China implemented a policy of full employment and of 
course, their government had copied that of Europe Major and introduced the Hope Lottery 
where a lucky man could win a thirteen year old girl. Dissent simmered but was controlled 
with lottery tickets. The news was full of happy workers, in Government homes with their 
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new ‘wives’. Lisa did not need a translation of the Chinese characters running down the side 
of the giant pointing finger, ‘It’s you.’ Rumours of bribery were rife, Lisa could not see what 
they could have to use that anyone of the Governors would want. Most women now were 
beyond childbearing age and nothing like the idealised dolls that filled the pornographic web 
sites. Only the Femlot babies could carry on into the next generation. They were the only 
commodity that the Governors valued. 

Maisie, straightened Lisa’s coat where she had hung it, dripping. 

‘Sure, there’s a nice cup of tea waiting for you.’ She smiled with her lips only and winked like 
a camera shutter. God, I hate you, Lisa thought. 

Tom had left the computer and was watching the Robot Super Bowl. At first, all robot sport 
had been non-contact as the competitors were too expensive to damage but keeping men 
on side had meant the eventual return to more and more violent sports. You could even go 
onto the terrorist web sites for an extra thrill, it was all Government controlled now of course. 

Lisa flopped down at the kitchen table. Maisie whirred around creating another of Tom’s 
recipes. 

The nursing home Web site looked wonderful; happy, smiling, youthful looking elderly 
women and men enjoying a life far more active than the norm. Lisa was sceptical. Her 
mother’s confusion had been temporary, she was sure of it, there had been many water 
infections before and she had been fine after the antibiotics, but this last time, the 
Government ambulance had arrived and taken her away. She looked the same when she 
came up on the screen, her conversation was greatly improved but there was not the 
connection there, it didn’t feel like Mum. Lisa found herself asking trick questions, things only 
her mother should be able to answer. Back the answers came with a sharp edge that just 
wasn’t there before, correct in everything but nuance. 

Can every aspect of our personal history be there to find on a computer? Am I paranoid? 
Why are there so few of my parents generation in the community centre? Computer graphics 
can be made to look real, can’t they? These questions she had tried asking Tom at night 
when Maisie was switched off to save battery power. All he would say, before he slipped into 
that sleep that was more dead than alive, was ‘Why can’t you just be happy? The Governors 
have it all under control.’ 

She had to move from the table as Maisie dished up yet another exotic meal. Tom sat down, 
more animated than he had been all day. He loved the way he could order anything under 
the sun from his cookery programmes and Maisie would whip it up. He regaled Lisa with a 
list of the ingredients that were automatically dispatched on the red button remote system. 
As he waved his fork to emphasise his point, his serviette fell to the floor. Maisie whirred 
across to tuck it back in and he thanked her warmly. Lisa felt sick. What was there to be 
jealous of? Tom was hardly any loss but to be grateful to a machine? She decided to tackle 
him when they were in bed and Maisie recharging. 

That night, she watched as Tom folded his clothes onto the bedside chair. Once, she had felt 
weak at the curve of his back as he bent over; once, she had run her fingers up his spine, 
marvelling at the muscles as she reached his neck. Some of these old feelings rekindled and 
she reached out to pull him into her. 

“Just need to check the door’s locked.” 

“Of course it is. Who would be out on a night like this?” 
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“Better safe than sorry.” And he was off downstairs. 

Better safe than sorry, the bitter anthem of the new Europe, and eventually taken up by the 
World Gov. Lisa was not sure that she could believe it any more. 

When Tom returned, in a haze of chilled air, the warm feeling towards him had long passed. 

“ Get in. We need to talk.” 

“God Lisa, I’ve had a day of it, not another of your angst- ridden complaints.” 

“Can we please take Maisie back? I can do everything around the house, just like I used to” 

“What in the world is wrong with Maisie?” 

“I need to do something. I need to be in control of my life.” 

“Your mother would have died for the opportunities you have: language classes, macramé, 
book club………….” 

“But it’s meaningless……….” 

“And your sister, she went through all that so that you could have Maisie. How can you be so 
ungrateful?” 

“She went though ‘all that’ so she could have a child.” 

Tom rolled into the duvet. ”I’m not going over that again.” In ten minutes he was asleep. 

Lisa tossed around, got up and went to the toilet, tried deep breathing, but nothing would 
calm the whirr in her mind. She was powerless to change things. Her energies were being 
sapped by this life of leisure. Tom was right, she should be grateful. But she hated Maisie. 

The moon, reflecting off the snow in the street outside, sent cold bars of light across the wall 
at the side of the curtains. Lisa slipped out of bed and into her slippers. She collected an 
armful of towels from their neatly pressed piles in the airing cupboard and headed 
downstairs. 

Maisie was sucking in power from the point in the kitchen. She was humming to herself, like 
a contented mother. Lisa padded the towels around her base. Sleepily, Maisie stirred with an 
Ahhhhh. 

Lisa filled a jug with water at the sink and wrenching the cable from Maisie started to pour 
water in. 

“What the Hell! Electricity and water! You silly cow…….” 

Tom had appeared from nowhere. He threw Lisa backwards as he dabbed with the few dry 
areas of towel that he could find. 

“You’ve gone too far. You’re mad. That’s what you are, fucking mad!” 
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Lisa ran back upstairs. Her nerves, wound to breaking point, snapped now and she shook 
uncontrollably. She threw herself onto the bed. Sobs racked her body but the sound of the 
lock engaging brought her to abruptly. She was locked in, in her own house. Every animal 
instinct in her became sharp. She listened to the steps retreating downstairs; the television 
kicking into life; the kitchen noises as he made himself a calming drink; his voice talking to 
Maisie, comforting her. 

Thirty years ago, she had watched her mother pack her case after a row with her dad. The 
memories flooded back now. There were no cases, no one went anywhere, the Governors 
warnings and travel advice had put paid to that long ago. She stripped off the pillow cases 
and stuffed them full of clothes not pausing to check what went in. She collapsed onto the 
bed. Sleep came easily now, she had exhausted herself with crying. 

The dawn light slid along the wall as she pulled her warmest clothing on: old ski underwear 
that she should have thrown out long ago, boots and coat, thick walking socks. Had she 
once felt so empowered? 

“Tom, I want a pee.” 

He came running. The door opened a little and she was ready, through it and down the stairs 
before he could pick himself up. Maisie came at his command and blocked the front door but 
Lisa was out the back and throwing her bundles over the fence into the road, laughing 
hysterically. 

The cameras at the intersection swung around. She struck out in the direction of her 
mother’s home, the address that had been given to her on the Government Web site. The 
energy she had found from the adrenalin rush in escaping, began to wane, her feet were 
weighed down by the snow clinging to her boots. Tom must have contacted the call centre 
by now and they would be looking for her, searching the banks of screens for her footsteps, 
her hurrying form. 

The print out map from the code they had given her, flopped damp in her hand. It showed a 
street here, her mother’s residential home should be half way down. The factories stretched 
as far as she could see. There were no cars in the empty car parks and no prints in the fresh 
snow. This was a desert. There was no home, no mother. She had not even managed to 
protect her own mother. 

The ranks of screens flickered and recorded area Fed 32. Screen D504 showed a figure 
huddled against a factory wall. The operator panned in, then leant into his microphone, 
“Please return home. Your husband is waiting.” 

  

There was nowhere to go. The pillowcases were no protection for her clothes in the snow, 
damp patches were appearing. Lisa stood up and started back, retracing her footsteps. The 
camera swept away to record a stray dog hopping on three legs towards a scrubby patch of 
waste land. When the lens swung back, Lisa was nowhere to be seen. 

The dog had some sense of purpose, it was heading somewhere and Lisa had nothing to 
lose. Hiding her bundles in the bushes, she dived from one form of cover to another as the 
camera swung around. She ducked and dived further and further away from the streets. The 
woods closed over her, shaking soft falls of snow as she brushed through them. It was 
exhilarating to feel free at last and she pushed on deeper and deeper. She hoped the snow 
would hold off, her tracks were the only clue as to where her bundles were hidden. 
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The clearing was glaringly white after the patchy scenery in the trees. Lisa stopped short at 
the edge, not only would she lose her cover but here there were other tracks in the snow, 
many other tracks. The dogs prints ran alongside those of the humans, Lisa knew that 
people who could keep a three legged dog would not be part of the perfect society espoused 
by the Governors. Keeping to the edge of the forest, she followed the tracks. 

The old inn sign was almost obscured by the wind- blown snow but she recognised it, the 
seven stars of the Plough, Big Dipper, Great Bear. When Pubs were a popular meeting 
place, she had seen many like this, along with, the George, The Green Man etc. Her mother 
had tried to keep her father out of these, pointing out the Government’s latest evidence of 
health concerns with the consumption of alcohol. If only her mother could see where these 
directives eventually would lead. 

Thinking of her mother depressed her; she focussed on the building in front of her. 

Smoke was drifting out of a chimney and there was the prospect of warmth. 

She had to push the door hard to get in, there were so many rugs piled against the opening 
to keep out the draughts. Around the fire, a huddle of startled faces peered back at her. 
None of them looked particularly clean but none looked unfriendly either. One youngish 
woman held a baby against her breast almost hidden in the mix of clothing wrapped around 
her body. The child stopped feeding as the woman spoke, then resumed greedily. 

“And you are?” 

“Lisa. Lisa Jackman.” 

“ Susannah. Come in, Lisa, and make yourself warm.” 

Exhaustion swept over Lisa as the heat of the room thawed her caution. Two of the 
strangers had taken the dog and gone to follow her tracks back to her possessions before 
the snow covered them. Whoever these people were they had the ability to survive beyond 
the reach of the Governors, at least until the Governors showed an interest in them. 

  

The next morning, Lisa woke, to the smell of wood smoke, baked potatoes and bacon. She 
was ravenous. A portion of the meal was allocated to her and she cleared her plate swiftly, 
while listening to the conversation around her. 

One name constantly recurred, the Bear this, Bear that, this was a person of importance to 
this commune; the tribe of the Great Bear.   Lisa’s arrival had gone unchallenged because 
the commune had been waiting. They were expecting a visit that seemed to have been 
delayed. Perhaps the commotion caused by Lisa’s escape and the subsequent robot activity 
had delayed him. There had been some consternation at how easily she had slipped through 
without the dogs giving warning, Bear would have to be told and heads would roll. 

As they were clearing the plates, the dog became agitated, whining and scratching at the 
door. 

An old man pushed his way in, petting the ecstatic animal with one hand as he clasped the 
nearest person in a hug. The Bear, knew everyone there except Lisa. He asked after them, 
each one by name. He knew of their families. 
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Although he was easy and familiar, there was a deferential air. This man was the leader, an 
old man, but the source of old knowledge, knowledge that pre dated the Governors statistical 
evidence and motivational drives. He was a man who had run survival courses in his youth; 
a man who could live outside the law. 

Lisa was introduced over a cup of steaming burdock. The Bear listened to her story without 
interruption until she got up to her search for her mother’s residential home. He questioned 
her about the web site, the video link and the answers to her probing questions that always 
came back correct in fact but not in tone. 

After the foraging party returned, the group settled down to discuss. Most of them had similar 
stories of mothers, fathers, aunts, uncles, disappeared pensions drawn, assets sold to cover 
costs, no visiting, access by computer only. It was impossible not to think that a whole 
generation had gone, been wiped out. 

Lisa felt her sixty three years. Looking around she guessed she was one of the older ones 
there, but most were fifty plus apart from the woman with the baby. Surely they all realised, 
that if the generation above had gone, theirs was an inexorable journey towards the same 
fate? That of course is why they were here. How could she and Tom have been so blind? 
They had accepted it as normal that the aging population should outnumber the next 
generation, and the next, without questioning where the finances would come from to keep 
them. Robots did everything, provided everything. This they had taken for granted without 
asking why a useless, parasitic layer of society should be maintained. The Governors were 
simply looking at the books and balancing them in their favour, it had always been like this, 
she realised, simple economics; they have to need us to preserve us. 

Bear spoke about the others, communes across the country, mostly in old coaching inns, on 
the roads that stretched across moorland and bog far from the towns where the Governors 
exerted their control. There were schemes and plans to take on the Governors in guerrilla 
warfare but when practicalities were discussed they came to nothing. A robotic soldier was a 
formidable enemy; it had been programmed to process like a human brain, one with no 
conscience. To tackle them at the command centre, the master ‘brain’ and the source of the 
orders, was going to require an understanding of robotics far above the average level of 
experience. 

Few of the elders could cope with such complexity as their thought processes had softened 
with years of robot care. But the children who had been brought into the communes 
however, were used to problem solving. They were resourceful and adaptable. From all over 
the country they had been collected together, sixty seven children of varying ages. Of these, 
four showed real promise. Captured robots were taken to pieces and reassembled in 
workshops: house robots made to look humanoid, attack robots that flew like drones and the 
strange spider like army robots that could move in all directions and had three hundred and 
sixty degree vision. The four children were fascinated, they drove each other on, competitive 
and curious they posed questions that adult minds had missed. Soon they were creating 
their own robots, setting problems and asking for solutions. 

Bear had spent the winter months moving around the country checking defences. The Seven 
Stars commune had several glaring weaknesses which he pointed out. People ran in all 
directions, fixing posts, changing rotas and fetching plans. The snows of winter and the mud 
in spring were the best defence anyone could ask for. It gave them time. 

“They know we’re here. “ Bear warmed to his theme. “They have left us alone for years while 
there is so much else to do. But now they have started, and soon they will come. Everything 
depends on getting the children away.” 
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When Bear had gone, the routine took up the days and any sense of drama soon receded. 
This was the most dangerous time, when complacency dulled the edge. Lisa began to feel 
close to nature living so much in the open. She enjoyed the new leaves uncurling, the sound 
of water moving through and widening the cracks in the ice and the warmth of the returning 
sun on her back as she sorted the store of potatoes. 

She had just straightened up to ease the ache from being bent so long, when she saw it 
watching her from the cover of the trees, her first robot in four months. She turned and ran 
blindly at first, the potatoes banging in her bucket as she plunged on. Then she slowed, her 
mind beginning to function. Keep away from the Seven Stars, don’t go back. She turned, 
breathing deeply to calm the shuddering of her nerves. Somewhere in the back of her mind 
she remembered the articles on line about how difficult robots, programmed for logic, found 
irrational behaviour that they could not compute. 

Selecting the largest potato, Lisa hurled it at the robot. It ducked. She followed up with a 
barrage coming closer, singing loudly an old nursery rhyme she remembered about an egg 
smashing. The robot’s head camera was recording everything as she swung her bucket, 
hooting like a banshee. The robot moved backward so rapidly it fell, picked itself up and 
sped off. 

Lisa sat shaking. She would wait until she was sure it was safe before she returned. 

The sun had dipped below the cherry tree lacing its early blossoms with gold, when she 
pushed on the door to join her friends. It was a sombre meeting after the children were in 
bed and deep into a healthy sleep. Everyone was well aware that safety depended on the 
Governors’ lack of interest. Here was the first evidence that they were no longer 
disregarded. Susannah held her baby close. The children were the purpose of the 
community and to send them away was a decision deferred too often. Now it was becoming 
an imperative. Moving sixty seven children would attract too much attention, so they must be 
divided into smaller groups and dispersed around the other communes or back to their 
families where possible. The four children, on whom the whole project rested, however, were 
to be taken down to the south coast and got across to a small island honeycombed by old 
underground works and passageways left over from the wars of the last century. Here the 
communes could make their last stand against the armies of the World Governors. 

No one slept that night. What few belongings that the people had were collected and stowed 
for transport. Food was gathered and cooked for the journey. Each leader was made familiar 
with the map of their route and the dangers that they might encounter. The weapons were 
checked, cleaned and distributed. Keeping busy, doing something, took the mind off the 
terrible prospect ahead. Lisa had never had much to lose in her past life; except for her 
Femlot niece, she had never really loved anyone. Now she had found how good it felt to care 
and be cared for in return. The danger her friends were in was difficult to contemplate, she 
had to keep busy. 

The children were woken before dawn. Still sleepy and slow, they were dressed and 
wrapped up against the chill morning air. Each small party lined up at the door and solemnly 
took their farewells before disappearing into the low lying mist. Soon, the only sign of the 
exodus that had taken place, was a fan of pathways in the dewy grass. 

Lisa was left with Artur, the Pole and George. Artur and George were the most experienced 
at tracking and combat, veterans of terrorist warfare at the turn of the century, when the only 
obvious dangers were the extremist views of a few zealots. No one had sensed the real 
danger in the news feeds on their screens. Because she was last into the commune, Lisa 
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had more knowledge of the way of robots and was entrusted with getting the four children to 
the coast. 

Fully awake now, the children had caught the excitement. They were keen to plot the route, 
questioning everything, eager to be off. Artur set the timer on the explosives before they left, 
while Lisa held the children back before their enquiring minds placed them in danger. In the 
new World order there were no boy children, their boisterous ways were alien to her quiet 
nature. She held a restraining arm around them both. 

Artur closed the door to the Seven Stars, padlocked it, then hurried to her without looking 
back. They all felt the pang of separation. The maps they had been given were very old and 
showed pathways made three centuries previously and only used for recreation up until thirty 
years ago when they had become overgrown. Artur and George took turns to lead, hacking 
their way through the undergrowth, but it was slow progress. 

By nightfall the children were too tired to go on. A brush shelter provided cover, the adults 
sleeping across the entrance providing body heat. The explosion woke them. It lit the sky; a 
whole day’s travel and they were still close enough to the Severn Stars for them to feel the 
shock of the explosion. They must move faster. 

Aching, Lisa rolled out of the shelter as the first light showed on the horizon. She was glad of 
the baked potato, they had not stopped to eat the day before and she was ravenous. The 
children, fully recovered, were raring to go. George occupied them by guessing what the 
signs and symbols on the old map might mean; while she and Artur checked the way they 
had come. The explosion would have brought the Governors to the Seven Stars. All 
evidence should have been destroyed but there would be tracks to follow. Lisa hoped the 
other groups had made more progress than they had. The heavy undergrowth that had 
delayed their progress, now proved a godsend, drones buzzed overhead but the low trees 
and bushes prevented them coming low enough to record the small group of adults and 
children. 

After three days of torn clothing, bleeding from scratches, and aching with hunger, spirits 
had sunk to their lowest. Everyone was too tired to notice that Artur had stopped in his 
tracks. There was the unmistakeable sound of seagulls. Taking a deep breath Lisa found the 
scent of salt air, faint but there on the breeze; a little further on the sound of waves breaking, 
then the jangle of rigging as boats moved against their moorings. They had made it. 

Artur and George huddled together deep in conversation. The children, glad of the rest, 
settled down to their favourite game with the old map. Artur returned. George wriggled off 
along the ground towards the harbour. 

“Gone to find one of ours.” 

“How will he know?” 

Artur put his arm around her back in what felt like, a matey hug but then lightly she felt a 
swift pattern tapped on her shoulder blade, the four stars, then the three, seven stars of the 
Great Bear. 

“That’s how you’ll know.” 

“Who is it?” 
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“There’s no need for you to have names.” 

By nightfall, Lisa was becoming increasingly concerned for George. Artur seemed to be 
sleeping and the children were discussing the weaknesses in Robotic Physics. She had 
heard it, a slight noise, no more than the brushing of a hedgehog on its night rambles, but 
Artur was immediately alert his weapon ready. A small white stone dropped by Lisa’s feet 
caused her to jump followed by a quiet laugh as George appeared. He clapped Artur on the 
shoulder pleased that his presence had been detected. He emptied his pockets of fistfuls of 
fruit, his bag had several freshly baked pasties and he had even managed to source some 
sweets for the children. 

“Tonight. He doesn’t want us hanging around; the place is crawling with robots. New moon 
he says. Dark enough to get us away.” 

Things were happening so fast. Lisa gathered up their few things while the children ate. She 
managed a few mouthfuls of her meal between checking the children’s shoe laces and 
clothing, a catch or a trip could mean disaster. 

George led the way, out of the woods and into one of the typical narrow back alleys of a 
fishing village, designed to keep out the wet westerlies and the prying eyes of the Customs 
men. 

They entered the cottage through a low back door. Lisa returned the hug with a swift tapping 
of the seven stars pattern. The man was stocky, weather beaten and smelt of fish. Lisa 
smiled at this, she hardly smelt like a rose garden herself. The man’s mother made a great 
fuss of the children, warming a milk pan and dropping in bread, butter and sugar. 

While the children ate their fill, the adults huddled around the table. With the lights off you 
could look out through the low window under the eaves and see the boats riding in the 
harbour. Everywhere bright lights shone as robots moved to and fro, searching. 

The fisherman pointed out into the harbour where the lifeboat rode like a cork on the waves. 

“Out there for a quick get away.” 

The medals, the photos of crew, the shipping relics all made sense now. Even boats crewed 
by robots still required guides to bring the precious cargo through the hazards of this rocky 
shoreline and the lifeboat still turned out crewed by volunteers. 

The children were used to moving silently now. Like shadows they kept close to the wall. 
Eventually the alleyways gave to an open promenade alongside the harbour, for the first 
time they must break cover. 

The dinghy to the lifeboat was bobbing by the steps and a dark figure pretended to busy 
himself with the moorings. One by one the children crossed the gap at intervals between the 
swing of the cameras. With each swing Lisa’s stomach churned. She was to go when the 
children were in the dinghy under a tarpaulin and hidden from sight. 

Lisa took a deep breath and strolled out. She had taken every care to secure the children’s 
clothing but not her own. Her lace caught, she stumbled, only a moment but enough for the 
camera to swing back. She was spotted. 
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In minutes there were robots everywhere. Desperate to distract the hunters, Lisa dived into 
the water making as much of a splash as she could. From behind she heard the noise of a 
burst of gunfire as Artur and George broke cover hoping, as she did, to draw the attention 
away from the children. The dinghy cast off and slid silently out. 

She had been a strong swimmer once. She struck out, away from the jetty, confident that the 
robots would not risk water in their workings. Attack robots took off like a swarm of ants on a 
hot July day. Their vision took in three hundred and sixty degrees but, like an insect, they 
focussed primarily on movement. Lisa splashed throwing up sheets of water. Lights honed in 
on her, laser beams scanned the surface forcing Lisa to dive where the beams were unable 
to penetrate the water. 

She swam on, diving, holding her breath until, with her lungs bursting, she, surfaced. The 
lifeboat motor roared as it revved up. There was not another boat that could match it for 
speed. The robots would not risk a fight so far from land. The children had made it. 

Lisa swam on, her arms leaden, her clothing weighing her down, her strength ebbing away. 
She watched the boat, a smaller and smaller speck skimming the waves. The same waves 
which were now pulling her under. 

© Liz Parkes 2016 
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Winterbourne by William Gallagher 

“THERE! Did you feel it?” Nellie wanted to grab Mr Nettlefold and pull him over by the 
archway but settled instead for wheedling. “Sir, you must have felt it. Sent a chill right 
through me, it did.” She cautiously stepped back but now there was nothing, no more than 
the tiniest of draughts from the window just behind the arch. “Honest, it did, sir. The cold is 
on its way forever, it’s why the house is called Winterbourne.” 

No, wait, is that how servants really spoke in 1909 or am I just channelling too much period 
TV? 

Mr Nettlefold put away his pocket watch. “It’s called Winterbourne because I like the name. 
And yesterday I do believe you were telling Mrs Nettlefold that we were bringing the fires of 
damnation into our home. So which is it, hmm? Fire or ice? Or are you saying I should 
rename my home Summerbourne just to please your superstitions?” 

God, customers. I’m sorry, sir, I was just making some stock notes. No, apparently the 
power is out in the whole area. But E-on says it’ll be back on shortly. You and your son are 
welcome to wait in the tea room. Right behind you, through the archway. I’ll send someone 
through to take your order just as soon as we’ve got electricity back in the kitchen. That is a 
good word. Who’s a clever boy? 

It is a good word. I’m having that. 

Nellie folded her arms. “Sir, who really knows what electrickery does? I don’t understand it 
and none of the staff do, because I asked them. Mr Peters says he does but I know he don’t. 
He’s just trying to impress Daisy, not that I care anyway, and she knows better than to listen 
to the likes of him.” 

“Which one is Dai – no, I don’t need to know. Nellie, get back to work. We’ll have tea in the 
drawing room in one hour.” 

It probably was a drawing room a hundred years ago. Sad to think that we’ve preserved 
Winterbourne but at the cost of turning that one room over to a tea shop. I don’t think about 
the Nettlefolds when I’m doing a shift showing visitors around their rooms but I do whenever 
I go through that arch. 

  

I think about them a lot. Impossible to accept that it’s the same room, that a family played in 
it then and tourists eat cake there now. Nothing changed in the space, in the building, bar 
some extra heaters and now a wi-fi router, but everything else so totally different. I think of 
the walls looking on at all that’s happened, all that’s changed. I think of Winterbourne having 
memories and so I can’t help think of what the house thinks of what it’s lost. 

I think of the connection these walls have between then and now. I think of the people long 
gone. Of how they had daily worries just as I do, just as we all do, and of how all our 
concerns will be as easily, as completely forgotten in another hundred years. I think about 
whether anything they did then can be felt now. I think about whether anything we do now 
can be felt then. 
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“Yes, sir,” said Nellie. 

Mr Nettlefolds left, making a point to pause by the archway and show Nellie that it was 
perfectly and naturally warm there just as it was everywhere else in the house. Then he was 
gone and in the distance she could hear the voices and the orders that meant another test 
was coming. This time she kept away from the arch, deciding to leave it be until the electric 
was switched off again. 

And there we go, E-on was good to its word for once. I hadn’t noticed the day getting dark 
until now when the lights sprang back on. Peter! Daisy! Check the dishwasher, get the urn 
fired up, will you? I’m just writing a complaint to E-on. Well, what else could I say? That I 
liked having this time off to write? That I prefer scribbling to dealing with customers? I’ve got 
a City and Guilds, I’m in charge. 

Nellie wished she’d been to school and understood things like Mr Nettlefolds. But then it 
happened again. This time it came just as Nellie noticed it was getting dark outside and this 
time the coldness felt strong. This time the coldness was joined by a new rumbling hum – 
and a glow. She screamed and ran for the kitchen, ran for normality, ran to get out of that 
room and to look for a new job in a new household with proper gas lamps like God intended. 

Yes, sir, sorry, sir, I’ve just been waiting until the tea is nice and hot. It’ll be a few minutes 
yet, I’ll come take your order myself. Certainly, just take a Coke now and I’ll put it on your 
bill. Just behind you. In the chiller cabinet by the arch. 

© William Gallagher 2016 
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The First Step by Nadia Kingsley 

WHILE Helen went off, to place Dad’s bottle of bubbly in the freezer drawer, I took his coat 
and ushered him straight to the stairs to start the ‘Grand Tour’. I tried to catch Hel’s eye, but 
she was busy playing the long term lodger – shaking Dad’s hand, asking him how his 
journey had been, accepting his comments about the weather and batting back a quip about 
ducks before ‘leaving us to it, as we must have so much to talk about, and Brussel Sprouts 
don’t peel themselves.’ 

Dad was looking old. He always did when I first saw him. Before I adjusted. 

The first room I showed him was my home office. He made the right noises as I pointed out 
the double-glazed UPVC windows and he knocked the wooden window sills, testing for rot I 
think, before nodding his approval – and calling me Francesca, as if I was still his little girl in 
pigtails. 

He said he didn’t want to see ‘Helen’s room’, but I insisted, saying something about it 
belonging to me anyway. As we walked in he said how he couldn’t quite believe that I was a 
homeowner now, and that ‘your mother would have been so proud.’ I parried with a 
comment on how Helen had been such a help with the move, and of course how her rent, 
her agreeing to move with me, had made this giant leap possible. 

It’s not a big house. But I took my time. How else could we while away the long minutes 
before the roast was ready? I showed him the outside. I knew Dad would be interested in the 
shed, the garage, in ‘my’ plans of laying a patio – giving him opportunities for doling out his 
own advice and comments. 

‘Helen’s your partner, isn’t she?’ Dad said as he sat down on the sofa. 

‘Yes.’ I said. 

‘I like her.’ Dad said. 

Helen came in carrying a tray, pushing the door to with her foot, before placing it on the 
coffee table. 

‘Well.’ she said, ‘Shall we celebrate?’ 

I grinned at Dad. He grinned back. Hel popped the cork. 

© Nadia Kingsley 2016 
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Goose Pimples by Alex Townley 

“STOP squirming Evie.” 

I watch goose pimples form on Mammy’s arm as she tightens her shawl around us both. 

It isn’t cold in here, I can feel sweat beading on the back of my neck, but she’s excited and 
nervous by what the gypsy woman might tell her. 

She’s been coming here every evening since the second or third day, as soon as Daddy 
goes off down to drink with his new pals. 

She can’t get enough of the tea leaves and what they might tell her next. 

“Have I drunk enough of it now?” 

She wraps her arms tight around me and I curl into her despite the heat, stroking the tiny 
bumps with my fingers, marvelling at how magically they appear and disappear. 

She sets her cup down and pushes it across to the woman who performs her rituals on it 
before staring intently at the contents. 

“You will face hardship.” 

I want to run my fingers across the dramatic furrows of the woman’s nut brown brow. 

“Won’t we all.” Mammy chuckles. She jiggles me on her knee. 

I wonder how much fun they’re having back in our cabin without me. They said they’d be 
reading and I can’t read yet. Only some of the words, but they could read to me. 

I like the stories where the girl finds out she’s secretly adopted, and she’s been a princess all 
along. I’d like to be a princess all along. 

The woman looks more concerned. She has many levels of concern she saves for her 
readings. 

“What is it?” Mammy buys all of them. 

“Your family.” 

Mammy’s grip tightens on me and I squirm again. “Will they be alright?” 

“You’ll be together whatever happens, nearly all of you, that’s for sure.” 

There are seven of us including Mammy and Daddy. I long to be away from them most of the 
time, especially in our tiny cabin. Maybe I’m the nearly all. 

Mammy smiles, her goose pimples blinking out like stars at dawn. 

Around us the metal creaks, and it seems to jolt Mammy out of her tea leaf dreams. 
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“I’d best be getting this one to bed.” 

She moves me onto her hip and stands up. “Come on Evie.” 

The woman takes her shiny coin and sweeps away our fortunes into one corner. 

I’m damp with sweat now. Out in the corridor people lean against walls and chat, sit with legs 
stretched out for us to step over awkwardly, their conversation heating the tiny space. 

In our room the light is low and the bed is like a nest of mice, my brothers and sisters a mess 
of limbs, and too innocent-looking faces. Mammy is distracted by the promise of the tea 
leaves and doesn’t notice, tidying books into a corner. 

I’m laid down in the middle of the bed and shuffled by not too gentle feet and hands to one 
end. 

“Heh.” 

“It’s Evie, she’s so boney.” 

“Who farted?” 

“That was Helen, look at her face, butter wouldn’t melt.” 

“God, that’s toxic.” 

“Mammy, Stephen said God.” 

“Stop jabbing.” 

“You stop.” 

“Mammy, he’s poking his elbow right in my ribs.” 

My legs are surrounded by other legs, hundreds of legs with long sharp toenails that dig in 
my shins. Sweat beads on my chest, the air hums with heat. 

“What did she say this time Mammy?” 

“Are we to be rich?” 

“Will we Mammy? Will we have a big house in America?” 

Mammy shushes us, pulling the sheets over as many of us as she can, then she puts out the 
light, and we calm in the thick darkness, one by one breathing steadily and deeply into the 
night as we plough forward into our future. 

It’s impossible to tell what time it is when I wake up. My dreams were filled with a terrible 
screeching sound that has followed me into waking. Everyone is moving all at once, arms 
and legs and clothes mixed in with the sheets like we’re late for something important, but no-
one’s talking. 
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It’s like a giant raked his fingernails against the side of the hull. 

In the near pitch darkness my eyes adjust. Mammy is tight-lipped, pinching her mouth 
together, sitting fully dressed in her sleeping chair. Daddy is looser, still recovering from last 
night, and trying to reassure quietly, helping arms into sleeves and brushing away flying 
shoes as everyone sorts out their trousers, and does up laces. 

I’m still in my nightdress. Should I be dressed like everyone else? No-one is chivvying me 
along like they usually do. 

The door is slightly ajar, and outside in the corridor, people are asking each other what’s 
going on. Doors are opening and closing. 

Daddy finds a space to sit on the bed next to me. He smooths my hair back with his huge 
dinner plate hand. 

“Nothing to worry about Evie, we’re just waiting to see if we need to move, or if we’re alright 
to stay put, you can keep on sleeping if you like.” 

His touch is hypnotic and I feel my eyes closing, but the sound of the giant’s fingernails are 
still echoing in my head. 

“Go and find out John.” Mammy’s lips pinch together as if she’s sucked on a lemon, then 
release, then tighten in a rhythm of nerves. 

“I asked already. No-one knows for sure. We’re better off in here than out there, stirring up 
more panic like a herd of frightened cows. The children might as well sleep.” 

No-one is sleeping now. There’s constant movement on the bed. I am the only one not 
dressed, the only one. I feel left behind. I pull Mammy’s crocheted shawl around my 
shoulders, my real clothes somewhere far below me on the darkness of the floor. 

Someone screams outside, and Daddy darts for the door. He looks for a long moment before 
coming back in. 

“Right, we’re off, come on now, everyone ready.” 

I’m not ready, I’m in my nightdress I try to tell him, but he sweeps me up. 

“Never mind that my Evie, you’re with me.” 

He backs us up to the door, trampling bedtime books underfoot and addresses everyone. 

“Now you all watch out for one another. Hold hands with someone and keep your mother or 
me in sight. You lose us, you shout as loud as you can and we’ll be back for you, 
understand.” 

There are nervous nods. This feels like an adventure. I clutch at Daddy’s shoulders as we 
shuffle out into the corridor. People are moving quickly toward the stairs. 

Daddy weaves through the crowd, and curled against his neck I watch my brothers and 
sisters over his shoulder like a trail of ducklings following through the water. Because there 
is water, being splashed about by people as they try to rush forward. 
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I wonder what might have spilled, but then I smell the sea, just like when we went up on 
deck to watch the ocean racing past. The sea is spilling over the floor. 

We reach the stairs and I can tell Daddy’s itching to take them two at a time, but he goes 
slow and steady so everyone can keep up. 

We climb and climb, sweat beads on Daddy’s forehead making his dark hair curl. I can tell 
how serious it all is by the way no-one’s complaining. We’re going back to the deck. I know 
we are. 

I feel an icy blast of night air as we reach the top of the stairs. It rushes in through the holes 
in the crocheted blanket, and I burrow deeper into the warmth of Daddy’s neck. Everyone 
looks afraid up here. Wide eyes dart back and forth. Noise is everywhere. We’re swallowed 
into crowds of teeming shouting masses. People are angry, I can hear crying. 

“They’re releasing another lifeboat.” 

“That’s not even half-full.” 

“There’s not space for everyone.” 

We are shuffled forward, me and Daddy, away from the others. 

A man in a smart uniform and hat bellows, “Room for one more on this boat.” 

The crowd surges forward. I’m knocked and bashed by hats and elbows and luggage. I hold 
Daddy’s ear tightly, something I haven’t done since I was little. 

We are pressed up against the hard side of a boat full of fancy looking ladies in furs and 
lifejackets and feathered hats. They watch the crowd with horrified faces like they’re afraid of 
being eaten by them at any moment. 

Daddy is looking around for the others, but they’re lost in the sea of faces. 

“Take my baby.” 

It takes me a second to realise its Daddy speaking. 

“Please, you said you had space.” 

I want to argue that I’m not a baby, but I’m already being handed over to the man in the hat. 
Feeling the cold where Daddy’s side was pressed warmly against me. 

He passes me down into the boat and I’m jammed between padded bottoms in smart tweed 
skirts. I try to find Daddy’s face in the seething mass of people and he’s there. 

“Don’t worry Evie. We’ll see you soon. Very soon.” 

He blows me a kiss and I catch it and place it on my face like he taught me. He smiles as his 
face disappears behind the rising side of the hull. 
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The little boat lands on the water with a splash and everything is quiet for a moment, then 
someone shouts, “For God’s sake man row. She’s going down. We’ll go with her if we don’t 
get some distance.” 

The side of the ship moves back and back with each ploosh of the oars until we’ve rowed 
enough away to see it all, see the frightening tilt of it. 

The stars are bright in the black sky and water laps gently against the side of the boat. Icy 
cold air bites me through the crocheted blanket. Goose pimples form on my arms and I 
reach out to touch them, reach out to touch her, reach out to all of them, so far away now, 
tears falling at last. 

© Alex Townley 2016 
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A Relationship with Ice by Angela Gallagher 

OUT on the lake I score the ice with my skates, the sharp scrape, scrape all I can hear in 
this frost-quiet landscape. This is usually my relaxation; a serene gliding, a meditative 
rhythm. Push on the right foot, push on the left – right…left…right…left. 

If there are words in my head that want to come out they trace the history of my school 
lessons and escape to the rhythm of my blades. Sometimes poems I learnt: “Because-I 
would-not stop-for death-death kind-ly stopped-for me.” Or mnemonics from my history 
lessons: “Divorced-beheaded-died (long glide) Divorced-beheaded-survived.” 

But most times there is nothing but me and the ice. I am grateful it accepts me because I feel 
like an interloper into the landscape. It is my escape and so it feels like a friend. 

Icy winter mornings have a stillness to them which is other-worldly. It removes you from the 
everyday and sets you apart. When I can shift completely into this state I chase my breath, 
bite into the crisp air and think of nothing. 

I like to experience the cold – take it inside me. It is all encompassing so that I can feel and 
taste it. And hear it too: the slicing, like the sharpening of a sword; the cracking, like a 
breaking open. There’s music in the ice too. No-one can hear it but it’s there, trapped in the 
crystals. I am desperate to hear it. 

My mother vainly shouts after me to wrap up warm but what’s the point of that? I want this 
iciness to penetrate right to my core so that I feel… something. 

I never knew what cold was before. Not really. Down here I feel so very cold. 

Through my boots and their sharp steel on which I balance, I am connected to this amazing 
feat of nature. It holds me; lets me carve out the curling signature of my progress across this 
sheet of blue-white perfection, this proof of my existence on this one day. But as spring 
nudges uncertainly in, it will be gone, the evidence dismissed 

I feel as fleeting, as delicate. 

A calmness usually comes upon me out here but today I’m not calm; I’m cutting my anger 
into the ice. I have a furiousness I want to throw at the world. I’ve been angry in the past but 
I’ve never brought it here before. Never to this: the inner me turned inside out and made a 
physical thing. My anger pushes me away from the edge, further out into the middle of the 
lake. My blades detect a change in the texture. Softness, slush. Almost imperceptible at first 
until I test it by pushing on further to the centre; dare it, challenge it. 

Some might say I’ve been flirting with this for a long time. Inviting it. 

I hear the ice differently now too. The odd crackle; a noise converted to a fissure as it runs 
after the edge of the blade. It feels different: untrustworthy. I realise I’m asking things of it. 
I’m asking, “How much do you love me? How much are you prepared to do for me? Can you 
hold me?” I feel it making up its mind but I have no patience; I’m pushing, pushing all the 
time. 
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Eventually it gives me its answer, all in a rush; a shock of splintered ice and cold water 
closing in above me. 

At least down here beneath the ice I can hear the music. 

© Angela Gallagher 2016 
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Chilling by Laura Yates 

I’M going out today to buy a really big ass fridge. As big as can fit in my shed. One of them 
massive getups, with two doors. Good and deep. You know the kind? Not a freezer mind. I 
only need something to chill, not stop the course of nature altogether. Everything has got to 
go back to God in the end, right? 

What’s that look for? You wondering what an old single lady like me wants with such a big 
ass fridge? Well, seeing as you’re here, and you ain’t going nowhere, I’ll tell you. See, this all 
started way back when. That’s always the way, right? These things start as seeds in our 
bellies when we’re knee high to whoever is looking after us. Not much we can do about it. I 
mean, look at you! I betcha you got that inkling to poke holes all over your damn body just as 
soon as you knew that babies weren’t born with pierced ears. Something just plain crazy 
about all those dangly hoops an’ stretchin’ your ear all out of shape. You got one in your 
nipple there for Chris’sake, I damn near ripped it out when I took your sweater off. D’you do 
that to yourself? I thought you had to be over 18? It’s a sin messing with the body you were 
given, at your age too. World would have been a better place all over if people never started 
messing with what God gave them. 

Anyway – the fridge. I need it to keep some things in, get them good and clean and ordered, 
then store them up nice, and watch them for a while. You probably wouldn’t understand – 
about as much as I understand you having those great big holes in your ears – but I can try 
to talk you through it. 

I swear to God, the first one was dead when I found it. 

Near enough. 

All I had to do was wait. Big fat rat. Found it lying under a bush after a cat had its way with it. 
I combed its fur while it slipped away, cleaned all the blood off of it. Made it look real nice. I 
kept it in an old brown shoe box for days after – just to look at it, you know. Course, after 
about a week or so it started to smell – the box started to go all sticky at the bottom. The 
smell got so bad, Ma came up into my room, looking round like a crazy person shoutin’ 
about the stink. She found the box there under my bed, and she went all kinds of crazy. I 
tried to tell her how it made me feel – good for the first time since Pa died but she didn’t even 
listen to one word. She told me to take it outside and bury it, or burn it or something. I hid it 
in the shed – right down at the end of the big field. She hardly ever went down there before 
Pa died, she sure as hell didn’t go down there after. I’d go to look at it nearly every day. It 
didn’t last long though, not with it being as warm as it was. I guess God just wanted to take it 
back, and you can’t argue with that. 

I caught a fish a few weeks later. It was easy enough. I waded in the river with my big boots 
and my dress hitched into my pants, waited and swirled my net against the current. Caught a 
middlin’ thing, about this big. This big – dammit will you pay attention? Why you keep looking 
at the window, ain’t no one comin’ this way. Anyway, nothing wrong with catchin’ fish, right? 
Fisherman haul all kinds of fish out the water for no good reason other than they wants to, 
every single day of the world. What was so different about me? Although, I never would take 
a fish again. Smell was the most awful thing, and it’s not the same as the animal flesh, 
disappearing slowly beneath the fur. 

Or the clothes. 
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Going from warm to cold – that fresh death cold. Jesus! Are you okay? You’ve gone a funny 
shade of grey there son, if you don’t mind me saying. Don’t you get getting sick now, right? 
That wouldn’t do now. You take some deep breaths and let me lift those feet of yours up 
onto the cushion. Does your ma know ‘bout that ring you got through your chest? I bet she 
doesn’t. Kind of a good thing she’ll never have to find out, n’ go through all that shouting and 
cursin’. God damn! I said don’t get sick and now look. Hold on, I’ll be right back. 

Okay -that’s better. Gotta nice smell of disinfectant and not that nasty ole’ sicky smell. I can’t 
stand that at all. How did you get your mitts out of that tape? You remind me of that fish – big 
and slippery, although I never had to do nothing to that. I just left it on the grass and watched 
it hurl itself around until it stopped. 

Anyway, then there were the racoons in the yard, throwing out all the rubbish. Varmints 
making all that damn mess. First one wasn’t hard to catch – it was strong though, to hold 
down. It took a long time. I washed it with apple-smelling shampoo in an old trough in the 
back field. I washed it twice, and combed and dried its fur. I scrubbed out its claws with a 
wire brush – I even cleaned its teeth with a tooth pick and a tooth brush with thick sturdy 
bristles. That creature looked better than it ever had before. I’m not saying I can best what 
the good Lord can do, but I definitely help everything look like God intended. 

See those holes of yours? They’ll stitch right up – hold up, Jeesus you’re gonna fall right 
over on the floor if you throw yourself around like that. I’m just saying – I can make it all right 
again. Just like God intended you to be. 

I ain’t no crazy. I just plain and simple like things to be nice and orderly. I like how it makes 
me feel. Gives you that feeling you get when you tidy up a whole room, you know? Inside 
every drawer and vase, all those places that you can’t even see. When you get every 
scratch of dust off the rugs, rub a cloth right into the corner of the base boards. It’s clean in 
all the places only you know about, makes your mouth water a little bit, you know that 
feeling? Washington could send in a SWAT team and they’d never find anything in a house 
that had been cleaned like that. 

What you crying for now? And stop asking about your damn clothes – sheesh – I told you 
three times already, I’m putting them all through the washer and dryer then I’m gonna iron 
them and stitch up all those rips in ‘em. Most of those holes looked like you put them there 
yourself – why would you want to go and do that now? If you’d have just kept them nice and 
neat and clean and pressed I wouldn’t have to have bothered now would I? That’s what my 
daddy used to say when I was young – keep everything nice and tidy and I wouldn’t have to 
get so damn mad about it. 

Kids like you – bad enough you hang around the fountain like moving human trash, but then 
you throw around all that rubbish everywhere, like it’s nothing. Half sandwiches, with meat 
and mayo that rots and spoils in the sun. The rats have a damn party every single night I’m 
sure. I watched you for weeks. Saw you spit on the floor at least twenty-nine times. Do you 
know how many germs are infested in spit? Do you? It makes me sick to think about it. I can 
see from here that you ain’t been to no kind of dentist for the longest time – I’m gonna have 
to work hard to get your teeth back to their proper colour. 

I want you to know that I don’t expect no thanks. Wouldn’t get any even if I did. No one 
would appreciate just how damn difficult this whole thing can be, getting everything back to 
being perfect again. Getting you to come up here in the first place, and you nearly kicked my 
damn teeth out when you woke up. I’m going out of my way to get you back to the way 
you’re supposed to be, and all you can do is swear and cry and throw yourself around. 
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All the kids will stop hanging around the fountain again for a while, stop making all that damn 
mess. Town’ll be the cleanest it’s been in twenty years but no one will appreciate it. Your ma 
ain’t never gonna have to shout at you again for not cleaning up your room, or not getting 
any kind of job. She’ll never have to go through no more stress with you. But I’m at peace 
with not getting’ no recognition. My prize is knowing I’m getting everything back to how it 
needs to be. 

Just like God intended. 

© Laura Yates 2016 
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The Barghest by Amy Dollery 

WHEN I was six we moved to Whitby for a year. In between the ice creams and the sand, I 
fell in love with its folklore. Even at that age it quickly became apparent to me, that Whitby’s 
foundations were old and its beliefs were older. To ignore this, was as dangerous as 
believing in it. 
This conclusion was only fuelled by my 70-year-old neighbour Edna. Squashed into her tiny 
kitchen with watered down squash and jam sandwiches made with cheap white bread, she 
would tell us about the real Whitby. Her Whitby. She didn’t tell us these tales for 
entertainment, or to give us a thrill, she told us to keep us safe. She passed on to us what 
had been passed on to her. How to keep a soul from being stolen by a Wharf, or how to 
understand the old fisher folk when they whispered their warnings from the caves on the 
beach. She taught us these stories to help us survive. 
But it was the Barghest that most left its mark. Every night after hearing the tale I would beg 
my brother in the twin bed across the room, to let me climb in, top and tail. There I would lie, 
pressed into Danny’s legs, the pillow pulled over my ears to shut out the chance of hearing 
the Barghest’s howl. 
“The Barghest,” Edna would whisper to us, leaning forward in her rickety kitchen chair, “is 
the soul of a black hound, travelling from hell itself. He stalks these parts with eyes burning 
red. If on a dark night my loves, the Barghest appears in front of you, or you see it up ahead 
walking across your path, someone you know will die. But if in the dead of night, you hear its 
fearsome howl. You know yourself, you do not have long to live.” 
And Edna was not just telling a tale. Edna’s family had been tainted by the Barghest when 
she was just a child herself. The day it happened she was playing in the yard leading to the 
beach, whilst her mother, heavily pregnant pegged out her washing. Pausing to rub her 
back, her mother looked out across the harbour. It was at the moment Edna heard her 
mother’s sharp intake of breath, and turned to see the washing drop out of her mother’s 
hand. Edna ran to her mother, who stood silently crossing herself, her eyes still fixed on 
something in the distance and against her very will Edna eyes followed her mother’s gaze 
and looked across the harbour. There, stood in front of her father’s boat the May Pole, his 
eyes ablaze, was the Barghest. Enda stood locked into the hound’s stare until her mother 
began to scream. 
Edna was quickly dispatched to find her father and bring him home. Her father arrived 
irritated by the dramatics of her daughter, to face the hysterics from his wife. Edna 
remembers her mum clinging to the front of her father’s shirt, begging him not to leave her. 
Normally no man would be bound by such antics, but as Edna’s mum was about to give 
birth, for once and once only he indulged her and stayed. The May Pole left the harbour 
without him. That night an unearthly storm blew in and the May Pole never returned. Every 
crew member drowned. The next day Edna’s mother gave birth to a still-born baby. 
I often think of that story these days. I think about it when, in the dead of night, I lay awake 
waiting for an alarm to go off, or worst the lock turn. Any sound that will mean he has found 
me again. I lie, no longing waiting for a sleep that never comes, but instead for him and the 
howl of the Barghest to let me know it is the end. 
It started with a date, a friend of a friend. We met in the Duke of York and he seemed a nice 
boy, not boyfriend material but a nice boy. I tried to be kind and tell him upfront that it wasn’t 
going to go any further, but he explained he had found the dating world very difficult, that he 
suffered from a chronic lack of self-confidence. He said he understood I didn’t want him as a 
partner, but asked if I would still meet him as a friend. I felt such pity for him and he wasn’t 
the only one who had been thrown around by the dating world, so I thought why not? It was 
the stupidest decision of my life. 
The occasional coffee, turned into him waiting for me every lunchtime, and the occasional 
phone call grew to five calls a night. At first I didn’t say anything because I didn’t quite realise 
what was happening, and then I didn’t say anything, as I felt stupid, like I had caused it. I 
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thought I could manage it, I was an adult and he was just a lonely man. But it was when I 
tried to put boundaries on him that it became truly awful. 
He began by following me everywhere. He appeared everywhere. At my work, at a friend’s 
party, at a business networking event. He infiltrated every part of my life. But the worst was 
the swing. The pendulum where his passion moved from how much he loved me, to how 
much he wanted me to die and back again. It was that swing which made me feel as though 
I was going mad. Like when he arranged for me to be mugged and then was the one who 
rescued me. Like when he tampered with the brakes on my car, and then rang to say he had 
been watching and was worried about my safety. Like when he broke in, tied me up and then 
kissed me on the forehead. 
He has been to prison twice, it hasn’t stopped. My brother has beaten him on more than one 
occasion, it hasn’t stopped. I have moved three times, changed all my details, given up my 
job, and dyed my hair. It hasn’t stopped. I have lost so many days of my life to him. Days to 
attend police interviews and courts, to see doctors and police psychologists. Days to pure 
anxiety where I daren’t leave my house and I daren’t stay in it. But none of it makes any 
difference, and I am just starting to understand, it never will. He will never stop. 
So I have decided to stop. After 12 years of waiting for him to take me or kill me, I am tired. If 
he wants me, he can have me. I want to hear the Barghest howl. 
I have come back to Whitby as it seems the fitting place. I tell my mother I will be safer in a 
hotel full of 100 people. That if I stayed with her, he would instantly find me. He of course 
knows where they live and Dad who suffered a stroke last year, can’t take any more stress. I 
tell her he couldn’t possibly guess I will be in Whitby. 
I know every comfort I tell my mother is a lie. He will come and he will find me. He always 
has. 
The bottle of wine is half drunk besides me, the corkscrew left abandoned nearby. I look at 
the pack of sleeping pills I am prescribed but am always too scared to take. I have always 
needed to be alert. Tonight I think perhaps I could feel differently about them. 
I lay on the bed, facing the door, I always face the door now, and listen. There is a ferocious 
storm outside and the hotel perched on the cliff is taking a battering. It makes me wonder if it 
was like this the night the May Pole disappeared. 
There is a knock on the door and someone shouts “room service”. I am instantly on alert. 
Through my many therapy sessions I have come to understand the flight reflex and the 
physiological effect it has on my body. My heart is now pumping faster and my hands have 
become sweaty. I know it is at this point I should take a breath and think rationally. To 
analysis the situation in a logical mind-set. The fact that I am in a hotel with hundreds of 
people, under a false name. That a man just out of prison could never find me so fast. But I 
also know, I haven’t ordered room service. 
I try to ring the front desk, but of course my room phone no longer works. I try my mobile but 
the storm seems to have taken my signal with it. I look out of the window and see the fire 
escape. I am about to start climbing, to run again, and then I find I don’t have the energy. 
The wind screeching, sounds like a howl. So perhaps it is time. I think I want it to be time. 
I look through the spy hole but unsurprisingly the person’s face is turned away from me. I 
open the door, ready for whatever will happen next. He stands in the doorway and smiles. I 
begin to fold in on myself, let my mind wander off to another place. He steps forward and 
reaches for my hand, letting the door slowly begin to close behind him. I look up one more 
time, before I will close my eyes forever, and through the closing gap of the door, I glimpse 
something. There stood in the corridor behind him, as sleek and as black as Edna described, 
is the Barghest. The hound’s piercing eyes hold mine until the very last second before the 
door shuts. 
The message is clear. Someone will die tonight, but it isn’t me. Suddenly every inch of my 
body is alert and somehow the corkscrew has found its way into my hand. 

© Amy Dollery 2016 
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The Hunted by Dan Seavers 

THE snow lay thick on the ground. It came up to the knees of the boy as he waded from tree 
to tree, gathering whatever wood he could find. He held the branches to him as if they were 
his greatest treasure. 

He kept his head down, protecting his face from the bitter wind. So he didn’t see the sky 
darkening as night loomed. Or the two people approaching from beyond the next hill. 

“That’s quite a gathering you have,” one voice said. The boy jumped, dropping his kindling, 
and he pulled a small knife from his pocket. It was barely more than a makeshift shiv, a 
piece of broken glass bound to a stick. 

He turned and looked at the two strangers. 

They were obviously twins, though of differing sex. They both had pale skin, barely darker 
than the snow. Their hair was thin and white, the man’s shaved almost to the scalp, whilst 
the woman’s was long, tied into a pony tail that lay on her left shoulder. Their eyes were grey 
like ice. 

But the most discerning were the thin veins of vivid blue that threaded under their skin, 
dividing their faces directly in half. On the man, it was his left side. On the woman, her right. 
So they were but a mirror of one another. The lines continued down their necks, 
disappearing under their thick fur coats. 

“You don’t need to do that” the woman said. She smiled. Her teeth were as bleached as the 
rest of her. “We’re here to help.” 

“I don’t know you,” the boy said. 

“I’m Jill. And this is my brother, Jack.” 

“Michael.” 

“We’re just out here to guard our village. Asÿlum. It’s about two hills over. Where are you 
from?” 

The boy shook his head. 

“I don’t know what it’s called. It’s not far. Mother just sent me out to gather wood for the fire.” 

“Not far?” Jack said. “That’s strange. We know this area well. And I don’t know of any 
homestead within two miles.” 

“I must have travelled farther than I thought.” 

“Well, it’s not safe out here for you,” Jill said. “Maybe we should walk back with you. Make 
sure you don’t get lost.” 

The boy looked at each of them, then nodded, placing his knife back into his pocket. 
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“Very well,” Michael said. “It’s this way.” And he led the two pale strangers away into the 
woods. 

  

They walked slowly. It was hard going trudging through the snow, made harder by hidden 
patches of ice underneath. The boy stumbled often, though the two grown-ups stayed steady 
on their feet. 

The trees started to thin as the path grew steeper. Sharp rocks jutted out from beneath the 
snow, and they used them as hand holds to pull themselves up. 

“Would if help if I carried you?” Jack said to Michael as he stumbled for the third time. 

“No. I prefer to walk. Mother said I need to learn. To grow stronger.” 

“Very well. Just try and keep your body weight forward. It’ll help you grip on the ice more.” 

Michael nodded and walked onward, his pace quickening. 

  

As the threesome climbed, the weather was worsening. The wind was picking up, tossing 
sharp grains of snow and sleet into their faces. And the cloud was thickening, making it even 
harder to see the path ahead. As they reached the hill’s peak, they could barely see the 
valley below. 

“It’s getting worse,” Jack said. “There’s no way we can keep going in this.” 

“Are you sure your village is this way?” Jill said. 

“Yes,” he nodded, his cheeks now almost as white as the twins’. “We’d be able to see it 
across on the ridge if this cloud would lift.” 

Jack looked at the boy and shook his head. 

“The altitude must be confusing you, boy. I know for certain that way is just wasteland and 
death.” 

“I’m sure. At least, I think I am.” 

Jack sighed deeply. 

“We can’t go on like this,” he said. 

“What about heading back to Asÿlum?” Jill said. 

“No. They’d never let him in. You know what they’re like with strangers. Maybe if we head off 
to the right further down, we can keep to those woods. Should give us a bit of protection 
from the weather. And maybe help the little one catch his bearings.” 

“Sounds like a plan.” 
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Jack was right. The woods did offer some cover, and the way ahead was easier without the 
wind in their faces. But it also blocked moonlight, casting deep shadows all around. A twig 
snapped in the distance. 

The boy jumped. 

“What was that?” 

“Probably an animal,” Jill said. “Like a fox or something.” 

“Or a boy eating bear,” Jack added. 

“Don’t tease the boy. Can’t you see he’s frightened enough?” 

“Aye. And a good thing too. A scared boy wouldn’t have wandered so far from home. Seeing 
the harshness of this world is what he needs.” 

“By Wodan, you are grim. Leave the lad alone.” 

Jack stopped and looked at the boy. His chin was quivering, and his red eyes were holding 
back tears. Jack knelt down before him and attempted a smile. 

“Don’t worry, eh?” he said. “I’m sure it was just a harmless fox or something. Or maybe even 
a raven. A portent for our journey.” 

“I hope so,” the boy said, as he attempted a smile. 

“Good. Try not to worry. I’m sure it’s nothing.” He looked back over his shoulder, into the 
shadows. “Though be prepared. Just in case.” 

  

They carried on for quite some time. The snow was shallower, but the gnarled tree routes 
and uneven ground still made the walk slow and difficult. 

Noises ruptured through the woods on occasion. The rustle of distant leaves. The cackle of 
lonesome birdsong. The thud of gathered snow falling from the trees. Each sound made the 
boy jump. He tried not to think about what it could mean. 

“So,” he said to break the endless silence. “You said you were guarding your village? What 
from?” 

“Oh, the usual,” Jill said. “Mainly wildlife. Bears and the odd wildcat. Though we get a few 
outsiders too who think we’re an easy target. We ensure that we’re not.” 

“But you don’t even have any weapons?” 

“Ah. Not everything is as it seems, boy,” Jack said, with a wink. “And Jill, you forgot about 
the Yeti.” 

“I said not to scare the boy. He doesn’t need to know about that.” 
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“I was only answering his question.” 

“What’s a Yeti?” Michael said. 

“It’s an Olde World tale. About great white apes that live in the mountains. Taller than a man, 
and voraciously hungry. We thought it was legend, but one of the traders brought in a tooth 
he’d found whilst trekking. It was longer than my hand, and cold as frost. Though, I think it 
was just a prop to boost the sales of his fur.” 

“I wouldn’t be sure,” Jack said. “There’s been other signs. That print we found on the west 13 
path last month.” 

“Probably a rogue bear.” 

“Really? Then it must have been quite a beast to have a foot that large. And what about the 
fur we caught up on Tyr’s Tor? I’ve never felt anything that thick. And it blunted my knife 
cutting it from the gorse.” 

“You’re just adding to the tales, Jack. If there were beasts like that out here, we would have 
tracked them by now.” 

“Aye. Probably be true. But you never know what these mountains can hide. They’ll be the 
death of us one day, that’s for sure.” 

A branch creaked in the woods ahead, and this time, all three jumped. 

“Stop with the tales already,” Jill said. “You’re scaring the boy.” 

“Well, he did ask.” 

  

Sunrise was approaching by the time they found the clearing. Several trees had been felled, 
to create an open space several yards across. All around, there were large, beast-like 
footprints in the snow. 

“Maybe a pack of bears?” Jill said. 

“I really doubt it,” Jack said. “I think we should double back. This doesn’t feel right.” 

They were stopped by a roar that rattled the snow from the trees. It was deep, louder than a 
bear, and deeper than the growl of a mountain lion. Whatever made it, sounded very large. 

“Watch out” Jack shouted. A huge tree trunk was thrown into the clearing, straight at them. 
He managed to dive left under it, dragging Michael with him, as Jill leapt to the left. A jutting 
branch clipped her leg as it flew past, throwing her off balance and heavily into the snow. 

“You okay?” Jack asked, as he pulled himself to his feet. 

“Yeah. Fine.” Though she winced as she stood back up. 

The trees rattled as the thrower stepped into the clearing. It was a monstrous beast, easily 
ten feet tall, and almost as wide. It walked on all fours, its hands and feet bigger than a 
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man’s head. White matted fur covered its body. But worse of all, its face was a baleful 
cluster of large, sharp fangs. 

It stared at the group with deep red eyes. 

“So,” Jack said. “Not legend then.” 

“It’s a Yeti,” Michael said, cowering into a ball. 

“Don’t worry,” Jill said. “We have this.” 

She thrust her hands to her side, and took a slow steady breath. Her eyes glazed over, 
turning even colder, as she stared off into the distance. And slowly, flakes of ice grew from 
her finger tips. Jack followed suit, though he held his hands in tight fists. 

The ice grew from both of them, faster and faster, until Jill had two icicle blades poking from 
each hand. They were almost transparent, and the air hummed as they cut through it. 

“Told you we had weapons” Jack said to the boy, lifting his own hands that were now 
encased in huge hammers of blue frozen crystal. “Don’t worry, lad. This is what we do.” 

The twins turned to face the beast, as it rose up on its hind legs, beating its chest with its 
mighty hands. 

Then it charged. 

It came stamping at them, the ground shaking with each pounding step. The pair braced 
themselves, holding their ground until the last minute, then divided just as it was about to 
charge over them. Jill managed to slide in with a few sharp slices of her blades, as Jack 
swung his fist around, and pummelled the creature’s rear leg. It stumbled, and rolled across 
the ground, its momentum tumbling it into a heap. 

Jill held her blades aloft. Deep crimson dripped down them. 

“It can bleed,” she said. 

“Then it can die.” 

The monster pulled itself back to its feet, and prepared for another charge. The pair turned to 
face it again. 

This time, Jack didn’t even attempt to move out of its way. He just swung both his frozen 
fists hard at the creature’s face. Teeth shattered, and blood spewed from its mouth. It 
stumbled from the pain, its paws narrowly missing Jack’s body, and rolled away to the edge 
of the clearing. 

“One more strike like that, and it should stay down,” Jack said. 

The yeti picked itself up from the floor once more, swaying slightly on its feet. A large welt 
plumed from just beneath its left eye. It roared once more, and charged again. 

“It doesn’t learn,” Jill said. 
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“Must really be hungry.” Jack stood ready to strike, his sister by his side. 

“There’s another one,” Michael shouted from across the clearing. The two turned to look. But 
neither could make out the new threat. 

Yet it did distract them. 

The Yeti barrelled into them. Jill was slammed to ground, her right leg crushed beneath one 
of its paws. Jack was tossed through the air, landing hard against a rock. Blood dripped from 
his mouth, vivid against his pale skin, and his head rolled forward, with no fight left within. 

The beast stopped. It turned and faced its attackers. 

This time, it didn’t charge. It padded slowly over to Jill. There was no rush. Her leg was a 
mess of shattered bone and leaking blood, so all she could do was drag herself away from 
the thing. 

It was futile. 

It stood over her, smothering her view with deep shadows. It snorted at her, spraying her 
with flecks of blood, sweat and mucus. 

“Don’t toy with me,” Jill said. “If you must take me, do it.” 

It opened its mouth wide and lunged at her. 

A yell caused it to freeze. 

From across the way, Jack was calling it with all his might. He was still slumped against the 
rock, but he stared down the beast as he yelled a shout that rumbled from the depths of his 
soul. It was deep like the winter wind, sharp like ice, and chilling like the cold frost of hell. 

And from his lips roared a bitter gale that crashed into the Yeti, freezing the monster to the 
spot. Only once the thing was completely stone cold solid, did Jack end his shout, slump 
forward and die. 

“Maybe not today then,” Jill said. And she thrust her blade up into the creature’s throat. The 
monster shattered into hundreds of frozen shards. 

She lay there for a moment. Pain wracked through her body. She’d never be able to stand 
again, never mind walk back down from the hills. The only blessing was the glimpse of 
yellow piercing the sky, as the sun finally started to rise from beyond the horizon. 

It was only as she heard a rustle from beyond the clearing, did she remember the boy. 
Maybe she could make it back to Asÿlum with his help. Maybe she wouldn’t die here like her 
brother. 

“Michael,” she shouted. “It’s okay. You can come out. The monster is dead.” 

“Not yet it isn’t,” came the reply. Yet he sounded different. The fear had drained from his 
voice, and he sounded more confident. Almost cocky. Jill watched him, as he stepped from 
the woods. 
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He seemed taller. Broader too. And as he approached, he appeared to be growing. 

“You forget,” the boy grinned. “I said there was another one.” 

“But there’s no-one else here.” 

“Exactly. Not everything is as it seems.” 

The clothes tore from the boys back as he rose taller. He shoulders split wide, and long 
greyish white hair sprouted from his head and body. 

And his teeth. They grew. And sharpened. Into cold, deep fangs. 

By the time he was stood just feet away from Jill, all signs of his humanity fell away, and he 
was simply a beast. Not quite as big as the one they had slain, but still a giant of a monster. 

Jill readied the ice blades on her hands. 

“You killed my mother,” it snarled in words barely human. “And now I will kill you.” 

It leapt at her, mouth wide, chilling white teeth glistening like icicles in a cave. 

And then, for Jill, it was over. 

© Dan Seavers 2016 
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The Soul of Max Chill by Damien McKeating 

HE ran. His pounding footsteps matched his heart. Each breathless step brought with it cut-
up, disjointed memories. Everything was out of order, but that was how his life had always 
felt. Nothing in quite the right place. 

Max looked down at his hands. They were shaking and there was blood on the wraps that 
covered them. His gloves were on the bench next to him and he spared them a grimace. 

Enough. 

He was done. 

“You’ve got a left hook that could knock out an angel,” a voice said. 

Max snarled but his violent retort died as the figure stepped into the faded strip lighting of the 
changing room. They were… beautiful… whatever they were. Achingly androgynous with 
short, chopped hair, flawless skin and sculpted cheekbones. They wore a tailored, pinstripe 
suit and had the most magnificent blue eyes. 

“I like a good underdog story,” they said. “I can do you a deal.” 

“Don’t need no manager,” Max said and tore the wraps from his hands. 

“I didn’t say anything about a manager. I said I can do you a deal,” they smiled. “Are you still 
a good Catholic boy, Max?” 

  

He ran. 

He was stupid. 

He’d always been stupid. Oh, he’d been educated, but that wasn’t the same thing. He knew 
the big words but he was still stupid. That’s why his ma had let him fight. 

“Got to be good for something, boy,” she said and he heard her voice then and now and 
years from now. Whether she was alive or dead she was always saying it. 

  

Max looked down at his hands and damn if they weren’t shaking. 

Niamh leaned against him, the letter crumpled in her hands. She sobbed and they clung 
onto each other. She always said he was her rock; solid and dependable. Next to him she 
looked so slight she might blow away but Max knew that wasn’t the case. She kept him 
grounded. She was the strong one. 

Then that damn letter. 

“We can’t afford it,” she cried against his shoulder. 
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“We will,” he said. 

  

He kept running. Running from things; running to things; just running. Running through the 
choking pain and fear that had flooded his insides. Running through fractured time. 

Max had never been afraid before. 

He was afraid now. 

  

“Aren’t you Max Chill?” she said. “Niamh Smith,” she introduced herself with a smile. 

Max felt his stomach flip. That smile… that smile was a supernova in the blackness of his 
life. 

“Yeah,” he said. 

“I’ve never seen anyone fight like that,” she said. 

“I get lucky sometimes.” 

She sat down next to him and her smile made him smile. “Yeah, you do.” 

  

Run, run, run as fast as you can. 

Max thought of the rhyme and gave a desperate laugh. 

Jab. 

Cross. 

Hook. 

Work the body… work the soul… 

  

Max looked down at his hands and they were still shaking but it was too late now. He’d done 
it. He’d signed. The fight was going to happen. 

“… biggest fight of the century,” the television said. “Comeback king Max Chill, who retired 
after twelve undefeated bouts as world heavyweight champion, will face off against…” 

Last time. Big money. And it would be his last fight. He’d made a deal. But it was worth it… 
for her. 

He looked at Niamh, asleep in the bed, already looking thinner. 
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He’d save her even if he lost himself. 

  

Are you still running, Max? 

Of course you are. 

  

Max looked down at his hands. They were shaking and there was blood on the wraps. His 
gloves lay on the floor at his feet. 

He was done. 

The figure clapped as they stepped into the changing room. “Beautiful,” they said in their 
sing-song voice. “Rags to riches, underdog, comeback, love; it had it all. It reminded me of 
my own story,” they smiled. They were still beautiful. 

“I didn’t think I’d win,” Max said. “You said I’d get twelve fights and you’d take me in the 
thirteenth. Wasn’t sure you’d let me win it.” 

“Oh, I might not have done, but the situation being what it was,” the figure shrugged, “I have 
a flair for dramatic timing.” 

Max frowned. “Is that it then?” 

“Is what it?” 

“My soul,” he hesitated on the word. He’d never talked about the deal out loud. It sounded 
silly. 

“It’s done.” 

“I’m still here,” Max said. 

“The deal was for your soul, Max. You’re the meat. Why would I want you?” 

Max started running. 

The figure laughed. “Ain’t I a stinker, Max? Ain’t I just?” 

  

He ran and fell through the door and into the ward. 

A doctor in a white coat tried to talk to him but he couldn’t hear. Max could only look at the 
figure on the bed, so still under the thin blanket. 

So still… 

“Niamh…” 
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He felt… empty… 

  

Jab. 

Cross. 

Hook. 

Max Chill hit the floor. 

© Damien McKeating 2016 
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Chill by By Rupi Lal 

“YOU need to chill out man,” that’s what they kept saying. “Chill, it’ll happen when you least 
expect it.” – Yeah whatever, I thought. But, and I hate to say this, they were right. 

I kind of gave up hope if I’m honest, thought maybe marriage wasn’t meant for me. No, 
actually, that’s a lie – what I really thought was “How the fuck is he getting married before 
me?!” – yeah, now that’s real, that’s the truth. Yet another friend was getting hitched before 
me and this guy is such a two-face; if his wife-to-be and parents really knew what he’s like, 
they wouldn’t touch him with a barge pole. But Dan was getting married and once again, I 
wasn’t. Bloody hell! 

“Chill” – You know what…? I can even hear you thinking it. 

So with another wedding happening without me as the groom, the same question then 
comes into my head, as it always does… “What’s wrong with me?” Why is Dan getting 
married when he’s a shit head and I am not…? Maybe it’s my name, Andy, that’s wrong? Or 
am I just too nice? Too much a good guy that I become unattractive…? Is that even 
possible? Must be, because “nice” is “safe”, isn’t it? And girls don’t want that, do they? They 
want someone “risky”… Someone unsafe. Someone with a sense of danger and what’s the 
most dangerous thing I’ve ever done? Mix colours with whites in the washing machine… 
Oooooh….! “Scary” isn’t it…Not. 

Right, so, what changed? How is it that now all these people who told me to “chill” were 
actually right? It’s because I actually found her… My one. My wife to be. Well, maybe it’s 
truer to say Alice found me and you’ll never guess where… It was one of those padlock party 
thingys… Before you say anything, I know… Okay! I can’t believe I was there, but after not 
meeting anyone for so long and the thought of everyone I knew getting married before me, I 
decided enough was enough! And so I went to Vertu Bar in the Jewellery Quarter, on my 
own might I add – no way I taking a friend with me or worse telling anyone about my going to 
one of these things. I always imagined sad-o’s going to these events; dorks and geeks or 
worse, those that are just plain ugly. And, well, you know, it would be that sort of ugly where 
you feel wrong for thinking it because maybe they had something bad happen to them ages 
ago…? 

Anyway, for those who don’t know, a padlock party consists of girls wearing bracelets with a 
small padlock hanging from them. The lads will be given a key each to try and open said 
padlocks. If your key opens their padlock, it’s off to the front desk, you get given a raffle 
ticket each for a prize draw at the end of the night then change to a new key, they to a new 
padlock and after maybe talking to one another, you move on to another lady. It’s basically 
an ice-breaker; a way to start talking – “Could I, or would you like it if I tried my key?” and to 
be fair, it works. Oh, the prize draw at the end is usually for wine, chocolates or the top prize, 
a cheap mp3 player – not even a real iPod shuffle! 

Alice looked great that night; long blonde hair, great legs and a dark blue coat that just 
oozed class. I never imaged someone like me could pull a bird like her but somehow I did. 
And like I said before, it was all Alice’s doing. It’s supposed to be the guy going to the girl to 
ask to try their key in the padlock but she came to me. “You wanna try your key love?” she 
said. How could I refuse? She was stunning! So I tried and it bloody worked; I thought “Frigg’ 
me Andy mate, you’re in here son!” We got our raffle tickets, new padlock and key and were 
meant to eventually drift off to other singles there that night but I couldn’t take my eyes off 
her. I swear it was that coat… Made her stand out from the crowd. I kept going back to her, 
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felt like I had to; there was no way I was letting this one slip through my fingers. We 
exchanged phone numbers that night and now, five months later, I’m engaged to the woman 
of my dreams. 

I was always comparing myself to others. I just had to be better than my mates; at school; at 
college; uni and then at work. To see them all getting married before me was just wrong… 
They were all winning and I was losing! I was losing at life. They found their “other halves” 
whilst I was still on me tod. I hated it. I couldn’t just “chill” – I was doubting myself. Nothing 
else made me feel this – I was thinking, “yeah whatever” and that’s not me. At times I 
doubted myself being worthy of it ever happening to me but, thankfully it did… I won too. I 
won Alice and now, finally, I can relax because I know I’m in love. They were right. They said 
it and I didn’t believe them but now I’ve found my one and I am extremely happy. Now I can 
actually “chill”. 

And hey, Alice and I often “Netflix and Chill” (lol). 
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